8th & Ocean… the New Laguna Beach??
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8th & Ocean first aired on MTV this month. It’s a reality show created by the same person who created Laguna Beach. Is it the new Laguna Beach? Well, let’s see.
The show takes place in Miami. It’s about ten models, Britt, Sabrina and Kelly (the twins), Talesha, Brianna, Tracie, Teddy, Adrian,
Vinci, and Sean. They all have contracts with Irene Marie Models and are
trying to make it big while dealing with the competitive world of modeling. The whole show is about trying to become a successful and famous
model and all the drama and hard times you go through to get there.
Irene Marie Models, started by Irene Marie (hence the name!) is
one of South Beach’s most popular agencies where the models can stay in
a beachfront apartment complex as long as they go to castings and are successful. Being a model looks super stressful and can be extremely competitive, especially if you’re twin works for the same agency. Talk about sibling rivalry. This show definitely shows the more competitive side of modeling.
Sabrina and Kelly, the Barbie dolls out of the group, are fighting
for the same castings. Sabrina struggles with keeping up with Kelly, who
is the stronger and more outgoing out of the two, and who basically gets every casting. Sabrina is also dealing with
a big acne problem at the moment which doesn’t help the situation at all. Then there’s Vinci, the Latin guy, who
has a bigger ego then the agency. There’s also Britt, the new girl.
Now you decide: Is 8th & Ocean the new Laguna Beach? It is filled with drama; MTV wouldn’t have a super-boring show. A new episode airs every Tuesday at 10:30 p.m.. Try watching episode and then you can decide.

Places To Find Easter Eggs
by Charlie Tofferi
Did you have trouble finding Easter eggs this year? Are you tired of your little bratty
brother/sister finding the Easter eggs before you? Well, I have a solution for you. Next
year just follow these hints. Look at my list of places, and I guarantee that you will find
many Easter eggs. Good luck next year, hunters.
Outside
Trees
Grass
Under rocks
In a stream
In dirt
Under dirt
In plain sight
Under mulch
In plants
In bushes
In flowers
In small flower beds
In the pool
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Inside
Under couch
Under bed
In clothes
Under clothes
In shoes
Under shoes
In bookshelves
In plain sight
Under rugs
In plants
In drawers
Under blankets
Beside things (In plain
sight)
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Stuffed in couch
On high shelves
Next to the TV
In the lampshade
In curtains
Under blankets/covers
of beds
• In the refrigerator
• In the freezer
• In vases
• In cups
In books

